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Balanced Detection for Interferometry with a Noisy Source

E. C. Robinson, 1 J. Trägårdh, 1 I. D. Lindsay, 1 and H. Gersen 1

1 H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, Tyndall Avenue, Bristol, BS8 1TL, United Kingdom

Optical properties of nanostructures depend on size, shape, material, and local envi-

ronment. These characteristics can be probed interferometrically, given a broadband

source. However, broadband supercontinuum sources are intrinsically noisy, lim-

iting the measurement sensitivity. In this article we describe the application of an

auto-balancing technique to reduce the noise in a broadband supercontinuum source,

thus increasing the signal to noise ratio. We show a noise reduction of 41dB allow-

ing optical powers as small as 0.01pW to be interferometrically detected with a 5ms

integration time.

I Introduction

Measuring the optical properties of individual nanostructures is challenging due to their small

absorption and scattering cross sections. Interferometry, where the weak optical signal from

an individual nanostructure is amplified by interference with a strong optical reference beam,

allows such small signals to be detected1, 2, 3. In fact interferometric detection is limited only

by the shot noise, allowing sensitive detection of small optical signals4, 5. In addition, by using

modulation techniques, information can be provided on both phase and amplitude changes

induced by the nanostructure 1, 6.

Interferometric techniques to detect individual nanostructures typically operate at a sin-

gle wavelength. However, the optical properties of nanostructures have a spectral dependence

which varies greatly with size, shape, material and local environment, suggesting the need for

broadband detection methods7. Recently, Pearson et. al.8 used a dual-color common path in-

terferometer to distinguish between gold and silver nanoparticles by utilising their different

spectral response of their plasmon resonances. Broadband interferometry with a supercontin-

uum white light source for illumination has been used to record plasmonic spectra of metallic
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nanoparticles9. Although supercontinuum light sources produce a broadband visible light spec-

trum they are intrinsically noisy – typically exhibiting intensity noise greater than 1%7. Since

in broadband interferometry the small optical signal is being multiplied by a reference beam

from the supercontinuum source, the noise in the stronger reference beam will quickly domi-

nate over the signal. This effect set the lower limit of detection in the measurements described

by Lindfors et. al 9.

Balanced detection is an established method to reduce intensity noise intrinsic to the laser

source10, 11, 12, 13. By using two detectors and ensuring that on subtraction the two detected sig-

nals have exactly equal excess noise, noise common to both detectors should be completely

removed. Hence, balanced detection can also be used to detect a small signal change and this

has even been used to detect the absorption of single molecules at room temperature14. A com-

bination of balanced detection and heterodyne interferometry could therefore be an attractive

approach to the measurement of small optical signals with a noisy source15, 16.

Combining balanced detection with interferometry has the added advantage that on recom-

bination of reference and signal, in this case at a beam splitter, the two interferometric outputs

will have opposite phase and will therefore sum with the same sign in a subtractive circuit.

This phase difference arises between the reflected and transmitted beams at the beam splitter

and combining the signal with the reference will, in the ideal case of a 50:50 beam splitter, in-

crease the detected signal by a factor of 2. This is made use of regularly in Optical Coherence

Tomography 17, 18, 19. In practice the exact increase in the interference signal depends on the

split ratio of the beam splitters 11.

To achieve complete noise subtraction it is essential that the optical power, and therefore

common mode noise, is equal on both detectors. Balancing the optical signals can be done

manually, but this requires constant adjustment and rarely gives a better noise suppression than

20dB12. In addition, in a measurement over a larger spectral range, where a limited range of fre-

quencies is selected sequentially from the broadband source, the relative irradiance measured

on the detectors will change during the sweep due to the wavelength dependent split ratio of

the beam splitters. The latter can be compensated for by using a digital balancing method20, 21

which has the advantage that it operates at high bandwidth but this method will suffer from

digitisation noise. Hobbs12 describes an all electronic auto-balancing detector for noise reduc-
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tion, which is also the basis of a commercial device22, 23. In this approach, the laser power

incident on one detector is made larger than the other and the generated photocurrent is split by

a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) pair controlled by a feedback loop. By continuously equat-

ing the photocurrents at subtraction complete noise suppression is achieved, limited only by

the optical shot noise. This circuit would also automatically adjust for a wavelength dependent

split ratio.

While supercontinuum sources emit high powers over a broad wavelength range, their spec-

tral power density is relatively low. Once an appropriate wavelength range and polarisation have

been selected this power is reduced to no more than a few hundred micro Watts and so any bal-

ancing method needs to work within these limitations. On construction of Hobbs’ basic noise

canceller12 we found like Lindsay et al.24 that there was poor noise cancellation at low laser

powers. On investigation of the performance of the circuit we found that the poor cancellation

was due to the reduced bandwidth response of the BJTs at low collector currents12, 23.

Here, we describe an auto-balancing method where the optical power on one detector is

adjusted using a feedback loop to change the transmission through an acousto optic modulator

(AOM). This approach retains the key advantages of the electronic balancing scheme described

by Hobbs, namely that no additional noise is introduced before subtraction and that balancing

at a relatively low frequency results in noise cancellation over a large bandwidth. However,

by balancing the optical powers directly, our method avoids the reduced bandwidth at low

collector currents of the BJTs used in the electronic balancing scheme and therefore allows

noise cancellation at low laser powers. In this paper we discuss the application of our auto-

balancing scheme to interferometry using beam splitters with an uneven split ratio. We show

noise reduction of 41dB over a limited wavelength range from a supercontinuum light source

allowing interferometric detection of optical powers as small as 0.01pW with a 5 ms integration

time, a speed compatible with typical scanning confocal integration times. The noise reduction

and resulting improvement in the signal to noise (SNR) makes the method sensitive enough to

enable spectrally resolved detection of individual nanostructures.
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II Interferometry and Balanced Detection

In a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (figure 1) the incident laser beam with electric field Ei =

Eiexp[i(kr − wt + φ)] is split by a beam splitter (BS1) into a signal Es =
√

(1− T 2
r1)Ts1Ei

and reference Er = Tr1Ei branch. Es contains reflection
(√

(1− T 2
r1)
)

and transmission

(Ts1) terms since, due to the delay line, the signal branch has traversed BS1 twice. The light in

the signal branch interacts with the sample, represented by transfer function H = HeiφH , and

recombines with the reference branch at the second beam splitter (BS2). The field transmission

Tpq of each beam splitter is different, and we assume perfect beam splitters so that light that

is not transmitted is reflected. The subscript q = 1, 2 refers to the transmission of each beam

splitter, and subscript p = r, s refers to the branch for which the transmission is measured.

The direction of transmission or reflection is treated differently to incorporate factors such as

differences in the angle of incidence on each beam splitter, and differences between the coatings

on the different surfaces. The outputs of the interferometer are collected on photodiodes A and

B.

In our analysis we choose to consider only amplitude noise, that is intensity fluctuations,

which we write as Ei = Ei + ∆Ei(t). Balanced detection schemes only remove amplitude

noise12, and phase noise will only appear in the interference term when the path lengths of

the reference and signal branch are not equal. Here equal path lengths, within the coherence

length of the laser, are required for the supercontinuum to interfere. Assuming plane waves,

the irradiance on detector A is:

IA = |Ei + ∆Ei(t)|2
[{

T 2
r1T

2
r2

}
+
{

(1− T 2
r1)T

2
s1|H|2(1− T 2

s2)
}

−
{
Tr1

√
(1− T 2

R1)Ts1Tr2

√
(1− T 2

s2)2mHcos(krs − krr + φs − φr + ∆φH)

}]
.

(1)

Where m is a factor correcting for the quality of the interference, which depends on spatial and

temporal coherence and the alignment of the setup. To measure m we calculate the expected

values of maximum and minimum interference based on the detected irradiance, and compare

these with the experimentally determined maximum and minimum. The subscripts r and s

on the path length r and phase φ refer to the reference and signal branch respectively. The

measured irradiance on detector B is:
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IB = T 2
AOM |Ei + ∆Ei(t)|2

[{
T 2
r1(1− T 2

r2)
}

+
{

(1− T 2
r1)T

2
s1T

2
s2|H|2

}
+

{
Tr1

√
(1− T 2

r1)Ts1

√
(1− T 2

r2)Ts22mHcos(krs − krr + φs − φr + ∆φH)

}]
.

(2)

The irradiance on each photodiode consists of three terms. The first two are proportional to

the optical power of the reference beam (Pr) and the signal beam (Ps) respectively, and the

third term is the interferometric term. Upon (ideal) balancing the interferometric term is the

only term remaining. The interferometric signal is modulated by modulating the path length at

frequency Ω over less than half a wavelength so that rs = r′s+δrssin(Ωt). Since the coherence

length of the supercontinuum is low we assume equal path lengths (r′s = rr). Substituting rs

into the cosine term of either irradiance (equation 1 or 2), expanding using Bessel functions

(Jn(x))25 and keeping only terms linearly dependant on Ω, we find:

cos(kδrssin(Ωt) + φs − φr + ∆φH) = const + ηsin(Ωt) (3)

where analytically η = 2J1(kδrs)sin(φs − φr + ∆φH). Unlike heterodyning this method of

phase modulation does not directly extract the amplitude and phase information. Here, the

phase information on the sample is contained in η. Experimentally η is determined as the

fraction of the modulation depth we observe compared to the maximum achievable modulation

depth, given the quality of interference, m, and the powers of the reference and signal beams.

As a result of an uneven split ratio in the beam splitters the irradiance and noise measured at

each photodiode is different. The photocurrents, which are proportional to the irradiance, need

to be made equal before subtraction if noise cancellation is to be achieved. Here we achieve

this by placing an AOM in the stronger beam and adjusting the transmission of the zeroth order

to change the optical irradiance present on the detector. In practice the power in the reference

is much greater than the power in the signal, (Pr � Ps), and so the terms corresponding to the

irradiance of the signal and interferometric terms are small compared to the irradiance of the

reference. The required AOM transmission, TAOM , is therefore:

T 2
AOM =

T 2
r2

(1− T 2
r2)
, (4)
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which only depends on the split ratio of the second beam splitter. Assuming perfect balance,

and Pr � Ps, the balanced interference term is:

IA − IB = −|Ei + ∆Ei|2Ts1Tr1
√

(1− T 2
r1){

2Tr2

[√
(1− T 2

s2) +
Tr2Ts2√
(1− T 2

r2)

]}
mH [const + ηsin(Ωt)] .

(5)

The relative size of the balanced interferometric signal, compared to the interferometric sig-

nal on a single detector (equation 1) depends on the transmission of the second beam splitter.

For a 50:50 beam splitter, where Tp2 = 1√
2
, the balanced interferometric signal is twice as large

as the interferometric signal on a single detector. The auto-balancing method requires a split

ratio different from 50:50, and in addition, when measuring over a wide wavelength range the

beams splitters will in practice have a wavelength dependant split ratio that deviates from 50:50.

In this case the increase in signal is smaller. Note, however, that there is no corresponding in-

crease in the signal to noise ratio beyond the removal of the noise from the reference beam.

Since the measured signal of interest (H) has been multiplied by the noisy reference the signal,

equation 5, will still contain some of the amplitude noise of the source. Multiplicative noise

of this type cannot be reduced by subtractive cancellation methods which only reduce additive

noise. Nevertheless, cancellation of the dominant amplitude noise in the reference beam, irre-

spective of beam splitter ratio, will provide the major advantages of balanced interferometric

detection with broadband or tuneable sources.

III Results and Discussion

For complete suppression of the amplitude noise the optical power on each photodiode needs

to be equal. We balanced on the DC component of the interference signal which is essentially

the reference beam which contains most of the intensity noise. The generated photocurrents

are subtracted and the difference converted to a voltage (figure 2a). To achieve automatic

balancing a feedback loop (figure 2b) takes the difference signal and applies a voltage (VAOM )

to the control input of an AOM, adjusting and then maintaining the difference signal at the dual

detector VOUT at zero.
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To demonstrate the ability of this approach to remove noise common to both detectors we

added amplitude noise to a Helium Neon laser beam (633nm). Figure 3a shows how we used

a second AOM, AOMN , to add a sinusoidal intensity modulation and AOMT , as before, to

balance. We assume that this artificial amplitude noise is the only noise present. We use a

lock in detector to measure the rms irradiance of the artificial sinusoidal noise detected on

the photodiode. We add noise from 1kHz to 250kHz (the maximum frequency of our lock

in detector), and measure the ability of the circuit to reduce the added intensity noise. An

example of noise reduction at 7kHz is shown in figure 3b. The laser powers on photodiode A

and B before balancing were measured as 45µW and 66µW respectively, comparable to the

powers available with the supercontinuum source. The rms amplitude of the added amplitude

noise was measured without balancing (with photodiode B blocked) and the inset shows the

balanced result. The noise reduction from the voltage ratio was calculated to be 53± 6 dB. The

slight offset observed in the balanced signal (figure 3b) is due to electronic cross-talk between

the two AOMs. The method was tested with powers a factor of 8 smaller and a similar noise

reduction within the frequency range was observed. This clearly demonstrates that our auto-

balancing approach is capable of reducing common mode noise that has been added to the

source even when photocurrents in the detectors are low.

To test whether this method of auto-balancing is capable of shot noise limited detection in

an interferometric measurement we follow a similar approach to Stierlin et. al.13 and use optical

neutral density filters to gradually reduce the intensity in the signal branch until a signal can

no longer be distinguished. First a low noise Helium Neon laser source (633nm) is used which

we assume to be an ideal source containing no noise other than shot noise. By using a low

noise source and comparing to theoretical values we expect to get shot noise limited results.

When using a noisy source we expect to see a real reduction in the noise floor, but initial

use of a low noise source allows us to determine the practical limitations of the balancing

method. The measurements were taken using a lock in amplifier (bandwidth = 37.5 Hz) at

a modulation frequency of Ω = 7kHz, which is above the 1/f noise regime, and below the

resonance frequency of the piezo mirror. Interferometric detection of a decreasing optical signal

power for a single and balanced detection system is shown in figure 4. The expected peak to

peak signal of the modulated interference PMOD is:
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PMOD = 4ηm
√
PrPs. (6)

From equation 1 the laser powers on detector A are Pr = |Tr1Tr2Ei|2 and

Ps = |HTs1
√

(1− T 2
r1)
√

(1− T 2
s2)Ei|2, where H is now the field transmission of the optical

neutral density filter. The transmissions of the second beam splitter were measured as: T 2
r2 =

0.320 ± 0.003, and T 2
s2 = 0.353 ± 0.001. The relative size of the interference for single and

balanced detection is dependent on the split ratio of beam splitter 2 only, i.e. the terms in the

curly brackets of equation 5. For the single detector this is equal to 0.910± 0.004 (first term in

the curly brackets) and for the balanced detector this is 1.371 ± 0.007 (both terms in the curly

brackets). Thus the balanced interference is 1.51± 0.01 times bigger. The rms electrical power

as measured by the lock in amplifier is given by:

P =
1

RIN

(
SRFBPMOD

2
√

2

)2

(7)

Where S = 0.43AW−1 is the photodiode sensitivity, RFB = 100kΩ is the feedback resis-

tance of the transimpedance amplifier, andRIN is the input impedance of the lock in amplifier (1

MΩ). The noise floors were measured with the lock in amplifier. The shot noise for the single

measurement (figure 4a) was measured by blocking photodiode B (thin, solid line), and shows

a good agreement with the calculated shot noise (thin, dashed line)4, 5, which is calculated from

the laser power incident on photodiode A. The theoretical shot noise of the balanced measure-

ment (figure 4b) is twice that of the single measurement. The background electronic noise was

measured by blocking both detector inputs (thick, solid) line and shows good agreement with

the theoretical Johnson noise of the feedback resistor (thick, dashed line)4, 5.

Laser powers of the reference beam (experimental schematic shown in figure 1) were mea-

sured as 45µW on photodiode A and before balancing 61µW on photodiode B. m and η were

measured as 0.481 and 0.642 respectively. The data from the single detector is in good agree-

ment with the linear log-log relationship between optical power of the signal beam and the

predicted rms electrical power of the interference, as is the data from the balanced detector.

With the single detector (figure 4a) we were able to measure down to approximately a factor of

10 above the noise floor. This suggests that other noise was present that appears mainly in the

interferometric term, for instance due to the pointing stability of the laser. With balanced detec-
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tion, this or other noise that is uncorrelated on the two detectors will not cancel on subtraction.

We therefore attribute the difference between theory and experiment of the final data point from

the balanced detector (figure 4b) to uncorrelated noise. The laser noise floor is also higher by

a factor of 2, since the shot noise present on both detectors is statistically independent it does

not subtract. With a 50:50 split ratio, this is exactly offset by the increase in the interferometric

signal, but for all other split ratios the increase in the interferometric term is smaller than the

increase in shot noise. With a low noise source as the HeNe laser, balancing therefore offered

no real benefit although the interferometric signal has been enhanced. However, when intensity

noise is present in the source this will be common on both detectors, and so will subtract when

balanced as discussed below.

We repeated the interferometric measurement using the experimental set up of figure 1 with

a supercontinuum laser source. To allow a comparison with the measurements taken using the

Helium Neon laser, the wavelength range of the supercontinuum was limited with a bandpass

filter (central wavelength = 630nm, FWHM = 10nm). In a real experiment to perform spectrally

resolved interferometry the wavelengths selected from the supercontinuum source will be swept

through the wavelength range of interest, thereby also having a limited optical bandwidth for

each measurement point. The noise reduction was critically dependent on the polarisation of

the source, and inserting a Glan-Taylor prism at the start of the set up greatly improved noise

reduction. The reference and signal paths of the interferometer need to be equal to within the

coherence length of the source. To achieve interference at each measurement point the delay

stage was adjusted to compensate for the change in optical path length due to the different

thicknesses in of neutral density filters used.

As shown in figure 5, the noise floor is reduced by 41dB when comparing the single and

balanced measurements. The measurement points, were taken as above using a lock in detector

(bandwidth = 37.5 Hz). The laser power of the reference were measured on photodiode A as

43µW and, before balancing, on photodiode B as 63µW , comparable to the measurements

with the Helium Neon laser. The noise floors were measured and calculated as above and

the theoretical rms electrical power determined as above from equations 6 and 7. m and η

were measured as 0.728 and 0.530 respectively. The interference is measured to be slightly

less than expected compared to the theoretical values and there is some spread in the data
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compared to the measurements using the HeNe laser. We attribute the larger spread in data to

difficulties in positioning the delay stage so that the signal branch is within the coherence length

of the reference branch. This, together with the fact that the two branches are not dispersion

matched explains the lower values for the measured interference. The final bracketed point

was hard to quantify as the noise was comparable to the signal level. This was also the case

with the HeNe laser, and also here we attribute this to laser noise in addition to shot noise

that is uncorrelated on both detectors and therefore does not cancel on subtraction. However,

even with the additional uncorrelated noise, using this method of balanced detection we were

able to interferometrically measure signals as low as 0.01pW with a 5ms integration time by

reducing the noise floor by 41dB, well below the level of the single detector. Comparing the

measurements with the HeNe laser the noise floor with the supercontinuum is still higher than

the shot noise. We discount phase noise for reasons discussed previously, but there are likely

to be other sources of noise present in the signal such as polarization dependent noise. The

method can not balance this noise effectively due to the polarization dependent split of the

beam splitters. We can however measure signals as close to the noise floor as with the HeNe

laser.

IV Conclusions

Using an auto-balancing method, we have reduced noise by 41dB over a limited wavelength

range from a supercontinuum source, which allowed detection of optical powers as small as

0.01pW with a 5ms integration time. Our method relies on two photodiodes in a subtractive

transimpedance amplifier circuit and a feedback loop adjusting the laser power and noise inci-

dent on one of the photodiodes to make the intensities of the two detectors equal. The continu-

ous adjustment of the laser power in the auto-balancing method would allow for compensation

of a wavelength dependent split ratio of the beam splitter that occurs when sequentially se-

lecting different wavelength ranges from the broadband source. This together with the noise

reduction and increased sensitivity suggests that auto-balancing can be used for broadband in-

terferometric detection and characterisation of nanostructures.
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with each output collected on

a photodiode (A or B). The power incident on photodiode B can be adjusted by changing the

transmission through an acousto optic modulator (AOM). It contains beam splitters (BS1, BS2)

with different transmission coefficients Tpq. HeiφH represents the phase and amplitude changes

induced by the sample. The length of the sample branch is modulated at frequency Ω by a

piezo mirror, and translated longitudinally on a delay stage to allow path matching of the two

branches.
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FIG. 3: a) Optical set up used to test the ability of the of the balancing method to reduce in-

tensity noise added to a low noise source using AOMN . AOMT is used to adjust the optical

power on photodiode B to be equal to the optical power on photodiode A. Photocurrents are

subtracted in the amplifier (figure 2a) and transmission through AOMT is adjusted with a feed-

back loop (figure 2b). b) Example of noise reduction at 7kHz. Traces are measured with an

oscilloscope and the rms magnitude with a lock in amplifier (bandwidth = 37.5Hz) showing a

noise reduction of 53 ± 6 dB.
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FIG. 4: The electrical power of the rms of the interference signal versus measured optical

signal power. The optical set up (figure 1) was used with a HeNe laser source. a) shows

measurements taken with a single detector (photodiode B blocked) and b) shows measurements

with the balanced detector. Measurement points (circles) were taken with a lock in amplifier

(bandwidth = 37.5 Hz) and compared with expected values, for single and balanced, from

equation 6 (thick line). The noise floors are: measured laser noise (thin solid line), theoretical

shot noise (thin dashed line), background electronic noise (thick solid line), calculated Johnson

noise (thick dashed line).
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FIG. 5: The electrical power of the rms of the interference signal versus measured optical signal

power. The optical set up (figure 1) was used with a limited wavelength range from a super-

continuum source (central wavelength = 630nm, FWHM = 10nm). The measurement points

of the interference on photodiode A alone, with photodiode B blocked, are represented by +,

while filled circles indicate auto-balanced measurements using both photodiodes. Measure-

ment points were taken with a lock in amplifier and compared with expected values, for single

and balanced, from equation 6 (thick lines). The noise floors are: measured laser noise (thin

solid line), theoretical shot noise on detector A (thin dashed line), background electronic noise

(thick solid line), calculated Johnson noise (thick dashed line).
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